
skin disease during follow-up. Thus, performance of HRM already in very early
disease stages can support individual risk-stratification of SSc patients.
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FRI0469 ACUTE AND CHRONIC EFFECTS OF TWO DIFFERENT
INTRAVENOUS ILOPROST REGIMENS IN SYSTEMIC
SCLEROSIS: A SINGLE CENTRE PRAGMATIC NON-
RANDOMISED TRIAL

T. Schioppo1, A. Orenti2,3, P. Boracchi2,3, O. De Lucia1, A. Murgo1, F. Ingegnoli1,2.
1Division of Rheumatology, ASST Pini-CTO; 2Dept of Clinical Sciences and
Community Health, Università degli Studi di Milano; 3Lab of Medical Statistics,
Epidemiology and Biometry GA Maccacaro, Milano, Italy

Background: In systemic sclerosis (SSc) vascular involvement plays a pivotal
role in the pathogenesis and clinical manifestations.1 Intravenous (IV) iloprost
(ILO), a prostacyclin analogue, is administered in SSc, according to EULAR rec-
ommendations, to improve Raynaud’s phenomenon (RP) and to achieve digital
ulcers (DU) healing and prevention,2 even though no further indications about the
regimen are specified.
Objectives: The aim of this study was to evaluate acute and chronic effects of IV
ILO administered with two different regimens as assessed by power Doppler ultra-
sound (PDUS) and nailfold videocapillaroscopy (NVC) and in a group of patients
not treated with ILO.
Methods: This was a single centre pragmatic non-randomised trial on 96 patients
with SSc divided in 3 groups: no ILO (group A), ILO once monthly (group B) and
ILO for 5 consecutive days every 3 month (group C). At each evaluation patients
underwent PDUS and NVC. Group A patients were examined at baseline and
after 3 months. Group B every month before and after IV ILO monthly therapy for 3
months. Group C before and after the 1 and 5 days of therapy at baseline and after
3 months. PDUS parameters included resistivity index (RI), finger pulp blood flow
(FPBF) and periungual vascularisation. The sum of capillaries apex width in one
millimetre was assessed through NVC. Results were analysed considering the
average outdoor temperature at the place of residence.
Results: An acute IV ILO effect was observed for FPBF in group B and C
(p<0.001 and 0.005 respectively). An acute effect was observed for RI and periun-
gual vascularisation only in group B. A progressive increase was observed for the
other parameters without being statistically different. On the contrary IV ILO
effects were not observed any longer before the following infusion. Moreover,
some parameters (FPBF in group B and RI in group C) showed a statistically
higher increase as low as the outdoor temperature was.
Conclusions: IV ILO therapy was able to cause an acute effect with respect to
PDUS parameters, especially in group B. The acute effect was not any longer
maintained until the following infusion. Future studies are needed to assess time
for re-treating.
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1Philadelphia Veteran Affairs Medical Center; 2University of Pennsylvania,
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Background: Effective treatment options are limited for refractory skin disease in
dermatomyositis (DM). Lenabasum is a non-immunosuppressive, synthetic, oral
preferential CB2 agonist that triggers resolution of innate immune responses and
reduces cytokine production by PBMC from DM patients.
Objectives: The purpose of this study was to test safety and efficacy of lenaba-
sum (aka JBT-101, anabasum) in DM subjects with refractory, moderate-to-
severely active skin disease.
Methods: A double-blind, randomised placebo-controlled 16 week Phase 2 trial
(JBT101-DM-001; NCT02466243) enrolled adults with documented DM and a
Cutaneous Dermatomyositis Disease Area and Severity Index (CDASI) activity
score �14, minimal active muscle involvement and failure or intolerance to
hydroxychloroquine and stable DM medications including immunosuppressants.
Subjects received 2 escalating dose levels of lenabasum (20 mg QD X 4 weeks,
then 20 mg BID X 8 weeks) or PBO X 12 weeks. Subjects were followed off study
drug X 4 weeks. Safety and efficacy outcomes were assessed from Day 1 through
end of study at Week 16. The primary efficacy objective was to assess efficacy of
lenabasum using CDASI activity score.
Results: 11 adults each received lenabasum and PBO (n=22). Demographic and
disease characteristics were similar in both cohorts. Both cohorts had mean
CDASI activity scores in the severe range33–35 despite immunosuppressants (19/
22 subjects). Lenabasum subjects had clinically meaningful improvement in
CDASI activity scores with mean reduction �5 points at all visits after 4 weeks.
Improvement had statistical significance at end of study (figure 1, p=0.02, 2-sided
MMRM) that first became apparent after 4 weeks. Lenabasum provided greater
improvement than placebo in CDASI damage index, patient-reported global skin
disease and overall disease assessments, skin symptoms including photosensi-
tivity and itch, fatigue, sleep, pain interference with activities, pain, and physical
function (examples in figure 1). Improvements in secondary efficacy outcomes
reached statistical significance (p£0.1, 1-sided MMRM) at multiple visits after
week 4 (figure 1). There were no serious, severe or unexpected adverse events
(AEs) related to lenabasum. Tolerability of lenabasum was excellent with no study
drop-outs. Subjects in the lenabasum cohort had numerically more mild AEs than
placebo subjects (29 vs. 19) and fewer moderate AEs (4 vs. 7). AEs in�3 subjects
in any cohort were diarrhoea, dizziness (lightheadedness), fatigue and dry mouth.

Abstract FRI0470 – Figure 1. Effects of Lenabasum on Efficacy Outcomes in Refractory,
Skin-Predominant DM

Conclusions: Lenabasum demonstrated consistent evidence of clinical benefit
across multiple efficacy outcomes and had acceptable safety and tolerability in
this Phase 2 trial in refractory skin disease in DM. Further evaluation of lenabasum
in the treatment of DM is warranted.
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FRI0471 PREDICTION OF PROGRESSION OF INTERSTITIAL
LUNG DISEASE IN PATIENTS WITH SYSTEMIC
SCLEROSIS: THE SPAR MODEL
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Background: The natural disease course of interstitial lung disease associated
with systemic sclerosis (SSc-ILD) is highly heterogeneous. Currently, no data are
available to distinguish a progressive disease course from a stable course when
mild interstitial lung disease (ILD) is diagnosed in patients with systemic sclerosis
(SSc).
Objectives: This study aimed to identify predictive clinical characteristics and
establish a prediction model for the progression of mild ILD at 1 year follow-up in
SSc patients.
Methods: Patients with SSc from two independent prospective cohorts were
included in this observational study. All patients fulfilled the ACR/EULAR 2013 crite-
ria, had mild ILD at baseline diagnosed by HRCT (ILD extent <20% lung involve-
ment on HRCT), available baseline and follow-up pulmonary function tests, at
least one annual follow-up visit, and no concomitant pulmonary hypertension or
airflow obstruction. ILD progression was defined as a relative decrease in FVC
%�15%, or FVC%�10% combined with DLCO%�15% at 1 year follow-up. Can-
didate predictors for multivariate logistic regression were selected by expert opin-
ion based on previous studies and clinical significance. Multiple imputation was
used to address missing data. A prediction model for ILD progression was estab-
lished in the derivation cohort and validated in the multinational validation cohort.
Results: A total of 25/98 and 25/117 SSc patients showed ILD progression in the
derivation cohort and the validation cohort, respectively. Lower SpO2 after six-
minute walk test (6MWT) and arthritis ever were identified as independent predic-
tors for ILD progression in the derivation, validation and pooled cohorts (figure 1).
The optimal cut-off value for SpO2 after 6MWT for ILD progression was deter-
mined as 94% by ROC curve analysis. In a simplified model, the presence of both
SPO2 after 6MWT£94% and ARthritis ever were set to 1, giving a SPAR score
ranging from 0 to 2. The derived SPARmodel increased the prediction rate for ILD
progression from 7.4% (scoring 0) to 91.7% (scoring 2) with an AUC [95% CI] of
0.83 [0.73 to 0.93] in the derivation cohort, and a similar AUC [95% CI] of 0.82
[0.70 to 0.94] in the validation cohort.

Abstract FRI0471 – Figure 1. Multivariate logistic regression models in the derivation
cohort, the validation cohort and the pooled cohort (both original and multiply imputed
datasets, adjusted for age, gender, Anti-Sci-70 positive, ACA positive in the pooled cohort)

Conclusions: The evidence-based SPAR prediction model developed in our
study might be helpful for the risk stratification of patients with mild SSc-ILD in clin-
ical practice and cohort enrichment for future clinical trial design.
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AND VALIDATION OF A QUESTIONNAIRE FOR
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Background: Systemic sclerosis is a chronic multisystem autoimmune disorder
associated with high morbidity and mortality rates. A multidisciplinary approach is
necessary due to the complexity of the disease and its associated multi-organ
affection. It is important to understand and monitor the impact of systemic sclero-
sis on the patients, provide them with high quality of care and to endorse the own-
ership of their disease process as early as possible to prepare them for the
management this life-long illness.
Objectives: To assess the validity, reliability of a specific multidimensional
patient self-reported questionnaire that can assess construct outcome measures
of patients with systemic sclerosis/scleroderma.
Methods: The questionnaire was developed by integrating information obtained
from patients suffering from systemic sclerosis as well as scleroderma based on
the Rasch model. The questionnaire includes assessment of functional disability,
quality of life, 0–10 numeric visual analogue scale (VAS) to rate the severity of the
musculoskeletal pain, difficulty in breathing, gastrointestinal symptoms (e.g. swal-
lowing difficulty/reflux/bloating/Faecal soilage/diarrhoea/constipation), Raynaud’s
phenomenon, fingers ulcers as well as the global assessment of the disease
impact on the patient’s life. In addition, the questionnaire includes 2 mannequins,
one for self-reported body pains and the other one for self-reported skin tightness.
Also there is a review of the possible comorbidities for the patient to tick infront of
whatever he/she developed in the past month; as well as patient motivation. The
questionnaire was completed by 52 consecutive patients with systemic sclero-
sis31 and scleroderma.21

Results: The multidimensional PROMs questionnaire was reliable as demon-
strated by a high-standardised alpha (0.894–0.993). The questionnaire items cor-
related significantly (p<0.01) with clinical parameters of disease activity. Patient
reported tender spots and skin tightness correlated significantly with the physi-
cian’s as well as Rodnan skin scores (correlation coefficient 0.848 and 0.821
respectively). Changes in functional disability, quality of life and motivation scores
showed significant variation (p<0.01) with diseases activity status. The PROMs
questionnaire showed also a high degree of comprehensibility (9.3).
Conclusions: The developed PROMs questionnaire is a reliable and valid instru-
ment for assessment of patients suffering from systemic sclerosis/scleroderma.
Being short, rapid and comprehensive, this adds more to its applicability. The data
support the value of completion of the simple 2 pages patient questionnaire, which
provides a quantitative written documented record by the patient, at each visit to
the rheumatologist.
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Background: Recently, there were several reports that patients with systemic
sclerosis (SSc) showed acute renal failure with anti-neutrophil cytoplasmic
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